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A Note 
DEAR SISTER, 

 
 

Journaling is a powerful practice for creating and manifesting your desires and visions 
into reality. It’s been one of the practices that has contributed and supported the 
alchemical process of expanding our purpose, prosperity, profits, pleasure and positive 
impact. Creating the world-changing ventures that we currently run, and continue to 
design and scale is partially accomplished through journaling. 

 
The following prompts are the exact prompts we share with our high-level mentoring 
clients and use personally. These prompts are part of the continued expansion of our 
businesses, our lives and our inner evolution and awakening. And we know they have 
the power to do the same for you. 

 
Choose one or two of these writing prompts daily and utilize them to align with your 
next level, create clarity, scale your consciousness, get into the flow of state, and 
powerfully claim your business and life in the way that your soul is craving. 

 
Sacred Wealth is everything you require to be fully supported in bringing your Sacred 
Mission into this world. 

 
BLESSINGS & LOVE, 

 
 

Alexandra & Elizabeth 
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Prompts 
WHAT WOULD IT FEEL LIKE IF I WERE EMBODYING EVEN MORE OF MY TRUTH AND POWER? 

WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE IF I WERE BEING EVEN MORE OF WHO I TRULY AM? 

WHAT ARE ALL THE REASONS THAT ARE BLOCKING ME FROM CREATING AND RECEIVING MY 
NEXT LEVEL OF ABUNDANCE? 
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Prompts 
WHAT WOULD IT FEEL AND LOOK LIKE TO UNLEASH MY POWER AND OWN MY WORTH? 

WHAT SOUL DESIRES IS IT TIME FOR ME TO SAY 'YES' TO NOW? 

I ALREADY HAVE ACCESS TO ALL THAT I REQUIRE AND FROM THIS SPACE I'M READY TO 
RECEIVE...  
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Prompts 
WHAT IS MY NEXT LEVEL OF INCOME? 

 
WHAT IS MY NEXT LEVEL OF INCOME GOING TO COME THROUGH? 

 

 
WHAT ARE THE THINGS IN MY BUSINESS THAT FEEL THAT THEY COME AT A COST? 
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Prompts 
ARE THESE 'COSTS' THINGS THAT NEED TO STAY, OR IT IS TIME FOR ME TO RELEASE THEM? 

 
WHAT LIGHTS ME UP? 

 

 
WHAT IS PLEASURABLE TO ME? 
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Prompts 
W H O  DO I D E S I R E  TO BE  T O D A Y ?  

H O W  DO I D E S I R E  TO F E E L  T O D A Y ?  

WHAT IS THE ONE THING THAT I FEEL INSPIRED TO DO TODAY? 
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Prompts 
WHAT TYPE OF COURAGE DOES THIS ACTION REQUIRE OF ME? 

 
WHAT DOES MY SOUL NEED? WHAT FEELS ALIGNED WITH MY SOUL RIGHT NOW? 

 

 
WHAT IS MY CURRENT DESIRES FOR MONEY, MY BUSINESS, RELATIONSHIPS AND BODY? 
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Prompts 
WHICH SPECIFICALLY ABOUT THESE DESIRES AM I WILLING TO CREATE EXPECTATIONS 
AROUND? 

WHO AM I THAT MANIFESTS THESE EXPECTATIONS? WHAT DOES SHE FEEL LIKE, LOOK LIKE AND 
BELIEVE? WHAT ACTIONS DOES SHE TAKE? 

 
 

WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE TO SURRENDER TO THE TRUTH THAT ALL I DESIRE IS INEVITABLE?
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Prompts 
IF I WAS RUNNING MY BUSINESS AND LIFE FORM THE SPACE OF TRUST AND NOT FEAR, 
WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE? 

 
NOW THAT I REMEMBER AND CLAIM THAT I HAVE THE POWER TO CREATE ANYTHING I DESIRE, 
I.. .  

 

WHAT DOES IT FEEL LIKE KNOWING THAT ALL MY DESIRES AND DREAMS ARE DONE?
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ARE YOU READY 
TO RECEIVE ALL 
THAT YOU HAVE 

WRITTEN?  

    YES? 
“I NOW RECEIVE
ALL OF THIS &

MORE”
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This is something… 
YOU CAN DO to replace your daily to-do-list. In the morning, take the time to tune in and 
tap into your higher level of consciousness by simply getting your journal out and picking a 
few of these prompts. Successful people take time every morning to write out their goals 
and to-do-list (creation list) before the day ahead.  

You tune into how you feel, the intentions that you are coming through you for this day, 
how you desire to BE within yourself, what are the things you choose to enjoy and what 
action steps do you feel inspired to take. You can write about conversations that you 
desire to have also, especially if you know that you are going to initiate a conversation that 
is outside of your comfort zone. 

Trust what comes through you as you journal your guidance and intuition into your 
conscious awareness and reality. This or something better will start to unfold before your 
very eyes the more and more you do this.  

YOU WILL 
CREATE 

THIS AND 
MORE. 

KEEP WITH THE 
DEVOTION. 



 

 

 



Next Steps 
ONE OF THE KEYS TO CREATING YOUR VISIONS, DESIRES AND DREAMS is to 
take INSPIRED action NOW. We only have now, and there is no someday out there waiting 
for us. You will never feel ready to say YES to your BIG BUSINESS VISION & LOFTY DREAMS 
…so start before you feel ready, otherwise these dreams will stay on the backburner and 
you will continue to self-abandon time after time. 

Here are a few examples: 

• Hire a coach/mentor.

• Create a time in your schedule to do the good inner-work, mindset, heartset 
and soulset work. Also create time in your schedule to work ‘ON’ your business 
vision.

• Enroll in a group program or mastermind to surround yourself with like-
minded people, doing similar things that inspire you and you can receive the 
support you require.

• Start to read The Game of Life and How to Play It, The Science of Getting 
Rich, How Rich People Think and The Big Leap.

• Schedule coffee/chai with an inspiring friend.

• Put motivational notes around your house, write on your mirror, set 
affirmations that popup every hour on your phone.

• Start meditating, visualizing and journaling.

• Create your ideal morning and evening rituals

• Join Tuned In Turned On Sistermind’s on-line immersion to
breakthrough your current business glass ceiling - for a special
prince.



Congratulations! 
YOU’VE STARTED YOUR JOURNEY INTO CREATING SACRED WEALTH NOW! 

Your work now is to know, trust and have faith that when you have a desire it 
is simultaneously manifested into your field. You might not be able to see it yet because 
your frequency isn’t vibrating at that level of awareness, so keep devoting yourself to 
raising the frequency of your thoughts, sculpting your beliefs, taking inspired action, 
rising above any fear and doubts that surface, and starting before you feel ready! 

Trust what has flowed forth from you. All of this is possible for you and more! 

As you play with these journal prompts more ideas will come to your mind and 
heart. You can use these cues over and over for years to come because the answers 
will shift and grow as you do.  

Your version of Sacred Wealth is available to you right now, in this very moment. Your 
job is to align with it, and remove all barriers to Love in the form of Sacred Wealth.  

The work is simple and powerful. 

Reveal in this new level of your BEINGness and allow your doingness to only and 
solely come from this place. As you do, you expand your two greatest business assets, 
self-belief and self-worth.  

We would love to hear how this has supported you and what shifts occur because 
of integrating this practice into your daily life. Therefore, we encourage you to share with 
us on Facebook or Instagram: 

Sistermind Society Facebook Page 

Sistermind Society Instagram  

This world needs you, needs your gifts, your light and your Greatness. It is your 
sacred responsibility to claim and step into your Sacred Wealth. You are meant to 
be part of reweaving this world into a revolution of love and compassion so that 
we elevate humanity.  

We have been waiting for your truth and fullest expression. Thank you for 
devoting yourself to the good inner work so that you can show up in all of your grit and 
grace.  Give yourself the permission to get the support and accountability that you 
need to keep the momentum going and to stay aligned. 



We are honored that you have allowed us to join you at this inception point of 
your journey. Thank you darling, from our hearts to yours. We dearly hope that we 
can keep serving you on this exceptional and rare journey you have embarked on. 
You truly are EXCEPTIONAL!  

You have made the daring, audacious and fierce declaration that you are going to 
create your business and life differently. That you are going to do something rare, 
something extraordinary and open up to the truth that you are a powerful being who 
has a sacred mission, and has gifts to give to the world.  

You’ve are this! It is your TIME to receive your exceptional and soul powered business 
that is a channel for world changing impact and creates exquisite wealth to fund your 
visions. 

BLESSINGS & LOVE, 

Alexandra & Elizabeth 



Meet Your Guides 
Elizabeth Robinson and Alexandra Lawrence are the co-founders of Sistermind: A Global Sacred 

Business Mastermind and Mentorship Company. 

Sistermind is a worldwide network of women entrepreneurs who are devoted to waking up and living from 
their highest consciousness and potential, and to applying that consciousness to business as a sacred 

revolution that increases wealth, impact and purpose and restoration of the world. 

Alexandra Lawrence 
Vision & Leadership Coach 

Elizabeth Robinson 
Human Potential & Resilience Coach 

Alexandra is a master at masterminding large impactful 
business visions, and how to actualize these visions into 
successful businesses that change the world. She has a 
profound passion for balancing and blending the 
spiritual and physical worlds. With a lifetime of deep 
spiritual practice guiding her approach, she has spend 
decades helping visionary and luminary leaders to unify 
their spirituality and savvy business strategies to lead 
their own sacred business revolutions. Her empowering 
and edgy coaching style draws on her client’s power to 
actively elevate themselves and soul toward personal 
and planetary elevation and evolution.  

-18 years as an entrepreneur
-13 years coaching
-5 startups
-CEO, Co-founder and Director of 4 businesses

Elizabeth is devoted to the pursuit of awakening 
consciousness within human beings so they create their 
highest impact in the world. She is a dedicated shamanic 
practitioner and has married the wheels and keys from 
her studies with the modern science of human 
performance and resilience. Her work through 
Sistermind enables women entrepreneurs to access 
profound states of internal awareness, vision and 
manifestation. Elizabeth is the architect of Resilience 
Mastery and the SHIFT Matrix, transformational trainings 
for the growth and expansion of luminary women in 
leadership. 

- 25 years as an entrepreneur
- 20 years of coaching
- 6 startups
- 15 years teaching Journey Writing Workshops™
- 15 years with EvenPulse 
- 15 years with EvenPulse®



Sistermind Society 
TUNED IN. TURNED ON. 

YOUR SOUL IS GUIDING YOU 

TO YOUR NEXT LEVEL  

ULTIMATELY - YOU HAVE TWO CHOICES: 

1. You can push harder, hustle, strive and struggle and maybe see some payoff for all your hard

work. You can spin your wheels, feel lonely, doubt your success and continue to repeat and

strengthen old patterns. Or,

2. You can BUST LOOSE! You can access higher levels of consciousness, work with the Principles of

Success, allow your regenerative business model to emerge, make your own rules and scale your

business by merging your mystic and maven.

We've tried #1 and it's not worth it! It’s exhausting, inefficient, hard and 
rarely rewarding!  

YOU KNOW THERE'S A BETTER WAY, YOUR SOUL IS ASKING YOU TO 
LISTEN, SO YOU CAN RISE AND LEAD IN ALIGNMENT WITH YOUR SOUL’S 

PURPOSE - YOUR REASON FOR BEING ON THE EARTH AT THIS TIME.   

It’s Time to Choose Up. 

And Sister, trust us when we say - THE WORLD NEEDS YOU.  

You are meant to influence, lead and re-weave the world we live in. 

You are meant for a vision that is likely bigger than you.  



YOU ARE MEANT FOR MORE. 

But to get more you have to give more – to yourself. 

You have to be willing to dig deep and unearth what holds you back – lack consciousness, no self-

care, self-pity – whatever it may be that’s thwarting your efforts.   

So while marketing plans and strategy blueprints are important for the growth of your business – 

they are secondary to aligning internally with your power, your grit and your grace at a SOUL 

LEVEL.   

Once you access that – you’ll attract the opportunities, resources, people, clients, customers, 

money and more into your life.  

Does this resonate with you? Does this sound like the space you desire to create, run and scale 

your business from? 

 Then we have an opportunity for you... 

Join TUNED IN TURNED ON On-Line Immersion 

 FOR ONLY $197  

When you signup today, get instant access to 20 videos 

 That is over 11 hours of training on the Principles of Success that you can 
start implementing NOW! 

+ How to scale your business to your 7+ figure Sacred Movement (it's not
what you think) 

SECURE FAST ACTION PRICING NOW BEFORE IT'S GONE!
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